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Repercussions of Russia and Ukraine war on the International trade and 

Indian Economy its Overview and Perspectives 

Dr. Vrushali B. Kute 
Assistant Professor in Commerce MSP Mandal’s Balbhim Arts, Science and Commerce, 

College, Beed. 

 

Abstract:  War happening between the two neighborhood countries its affect on the international 

trade and market is much intensified. Russia has dominantly on the international market by way of 

providing crude oil and other necessities to the other countries on the basis of export. But due to, the 

unstoppable war between these two countries its implication over the Indian economy seems 

demolishing largely in terms of maintaining oil prices stable. This issue is very latest and we are 

witnessing how the Ukraine going through this war and suffered a lot rather through this paper I am 

depicting the picture regarding that war effects on the international market as well as Indian economy 

rampantly.  
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Introduction: 

The ongoing war dilapidating  the international trade and economy substantially as a result of 

it over the crude oil prices sky rocketing in India, thereof no country left from this effect of war. 

Russia has firmly decided to collapse and demolished the Ukraine from all around due to territory 

conflict between two countries. In this event of war the existing country who attacking inhumane over 

Ukraine irrespective results of that stepout.  

Besides, relentlessly Ukraine tolerating the war attacks, but those countries whose economy 

relied upon on that country they become helpless and reckless to intact. Indian economy completely 

depends on the psychology of international current account deficit and surplus at the time of business. 

Furthermore,many observers worry that the impact on India’s economy could be severe; others are 

making speculation about that India’s economy is insulated from the effects of a war that is very far 

away. Russia invade in to Ukraine for attacking, demolishing, collapsing, their economy and creating 

chaos and violence within the territory which in persuasion of reign over the Ukraine. Due to this war 

the most affecting sector that is international market/business, forex market and so on. Basically our 

Indian economy to extend possible deriving foreign direct investment, but this war between the two 

countries hallowing the gap so that it is high time on our country to nurture and fostering the economy 

in terms of fetching out as much as FDI keeping current account ofour nation on upscale, it seems that 

major part of each and every country who dependent on their international trade somewhat looking 

unrealistic in nature.Moreover, during the international trading activity, if one country having up 

scaling than other country i.e., Russia whose plight on mainly crude oil, but due to engrossment in the 

war with Ukraine, those countries purchasing and keeping commercial activity with Russia looking 

for word in state of anxiety in respect of keep on purchasing from that country or else step back   

Observation &Significance: 

The below following graphical trajectory depicted the scenario of repercussions shackled the 

global trade, due to that economy of all countries over the globe becoming catastrophe and it might be 

impossible to come up from this global war phenomenonbetween Russia and its counterparts Ukraine. 

Both the countries recklessly combating, but Russia has ruining the communal harmony and created a 

sense of anxiety and peoples living under the fear and chaos concurrently unstoppable attacks making 

by the Russia. Thus, this war not only keeping the Ukraine on high, but those countries whose 

economy relied upon them their economy coming down. As such specified under the graph which 

showing the lines fluctuating and deteriorating about the products and merchandise which supplied 


